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One of the major challenges I faced with this production was how to translate the issues of ancient Athens for a contemporary audience, how to make the very strong mockery of the political state of Athens read today. Not wanting to adapt or re-set the work, I looked for similarities between Ancient Athens and our modern day society, and using modern day concepts of technology, I began to recreate this Brave New World.

I describe the world as post-apocalyptic Athens meets a post-modern Madonna ("Like a Virgin," not a virgin). By crossing classic Greek icons with contemporary images, I hope to create or recreate the true spirit of Aristophanes. In this world, Greek statues are represented by Marky Mark in a Calvin Klein ad, the ancient Greek praise of physical beauty reduced to contemporary advertising. The sex and sensibility of the world are heightened. As I grappled for a modern day context for the incredibly lewd and bawdy humor of Aristophanes, I stumbled upon the Madonna Girlie Show video. In the fantastical stage show I found a landscape for the sexual/gender politics, the camp humor and the very blatant phallic imagery. This production is not, however, a recreation of a Madonna video, simply a borrowing of certain aesthetic elements that help define the world.

With musical base tracks, a few Berlineseque S/M images, three drag queens, and a few voguing postures, you can begin to see the wild, bawdy, campy society that spoofs communism, socialism, democracy, the ERA and everything else imaginable. The use of video creates a continuous commentary and translation. In this way the world becomes timeless - ancient, contemporary and futuristic. Filled with voracious ideals and hedonistic appetites, Ecclesiazusae is a romp into the world of sexual politics: who’s on top, who’s in control.

There will be one fifteen-minute intermission.

ABOUT THE TRANSLATION

This text is a compilation of translations by Douglass Parker, Jack Lindsay, and others--along with contributions from the company.
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